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Where to start

• At it’s most basic level, an eForm consists of a background image and 
an overlay of code.

• The background is usually the referral form or lab requisition 
converted into an image file – either png or jpg .  The default for 
OSCAR is to use png files – they are “lossless” compressed image files 
and therefore provide sharper images.

• Often the form or requisition comes as a pdf which can easily be 
converted to one of these two image types.
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Using Chat GPT to help



As it to write a javascript query



Chat GPT explains what it did



Have the Eform run a javascript on load



Have your startup function run a set defaults that 
only runs the first time you use the eForm



In the SetDefaults function run the date check 
and give it the id of the input to run it on



Script modified for this eForm



Name and ID

• As mentioned earlier the “name” of an input and the “id” if an input 
do not need to be the same.

• If you do not use a “name” for your input, the server will not store 
the information.

• The “id” is commonly used for javascript purposes etc such as 
getElementById.

• Although you can short cut by using only name, or not using either 
name or id, it is recommended to use both.



Name and ID continued

Taken from StackOverflow:
In HTML4.01:
Name Attribute
•Valid only on <a>, <form>, <iframe>, <img>, <map>, <input>, <select>, <textarea>
•Name does not have to be unique, and can be used to group elements together such as radio buttons & 
checkboxes 
•Can not be referenced in URL, although as JavaScript and PHP can see the URL there are workarounds 
•Is referenced in JavaScript with getElementsByName()
•Shares the same namespace as the id attribute
•Must begin with a letter 
•According to specifications is case sensitive, but most modern browsers don't seem to follow this 
•Used on form elements to submit information. Only input tags with a name attribute are submitted to the server
In (X)HTML5, everything is the same, except:
Name Attribute
•Not valid on <form> any more
•XHTML says it must be all lowercase, but most browsers don't follow that 



Name and ID continued

Id Attribute
•Valid on any element except <base>, <html>, <head>, <meta>, <param>, <script>, <style>, <title>
•Each Id should be unique in the page as rendered in the browser, which may or may not be all in the 
same file
•Can be used as anchor reference in URL 
•Is referenced in CSS or URL with # sign
•Is referenced in JavaScript with getElementById(), and jQuery by $(#<id>)
•Shares same name space as name attribute 
•Must contain at least one character 
•Must begin with a letter 
•Must not contain anything other than letters, numbers, underscores (_), dashes (-), colons (:), or periods 
(.)
•Is case insensitive 
•In (X)HTML5, everything is the same, except:
Id Attribute
•Valid on any element 
•XHTML says it must be all lowercase, but most browsers don't follow that 
This question was written when HTML4.01 was the norm, and many browsers and features were 
different from today.



Javascript security

• From Peter Hutten Czapski via the Oscar Discussion Group:
• You may or may not know that jQuery is vulnerable to certain types of cyber attacks. They 

are unlikely to happen in your OSCAR but we should not be dependent on older and 
insecure versions of jQuery when we have control of the matter. For new eForms I suggest 
for best combination of eform compatibility and security to reference jQuery 3.6.4 as 
available in Open OSP and OSCAR 19 and failover to much older jQuery as provided in 
OSCAR Pro and older versions of OO and O19 going back to OSCAR 15The following will 
provide that in your eforms.

• <script type="text/javascript“src="../library/jquery/jquery-3.6.4.min.js” ></script>
• <script> window.jQuery || document.write (‘<script src=“../js/jquery-1.12.3.js >< \/script>’) 

</script>



Javascript Security (cont.)

• Unfortunately WELL relies on older forms of jquery and does not 
currently support jQuery 3.6.4 

• As such, in an effort to make eForms more widely useable, earlier 
versions of jQuery have been used like 2.2.1

• <script type="text/javascript" src="https://code.jquery.com/jquery-
2.2.1.min.js" integrity="sha256-
gvQgAFzTH6trSrAWoH1iPo9Xc96QxSZ3feW6kem+O00=" 
crossorigin="anonymous" ></script>

• The checksum at the end is used to confirm the library being used is 
the correct source.



Burning Questions

• How to create a signature in one eForm with multiple signatures 
automatically or by selecting the name of doctor and will auto 
populate the signature.

• Create script to write data from eForm to a database such as in 
measurement or other database.



Measurements in eForms

• Taken from OSCARGalaxy.org eForm Magic Part B – Measurements
• https://oscargalaxy.org/knowledge-base/eform-magic-part-b-

measurements/
• To “pull” measurements from the patient’s chart the input should 

have oscarDB=m$<measurementName>#<measurementField>
• For example:  oscarDB=m$WT#value for the patient’s weight, 

oscarDB=m$EGF#comments for comments associated with an EGFR 
measurement, or  oscarDB=m$HT#dateObserved for the date the 
Height was recorded in the chart.

https://oscargalaxy.org/knowledge-base/eform-magic-part-b-measurements/


Measurements in eForms pt2

• To “push” measurements to the patient’s chart the input name 
should be in the format name=m$WT#value

• Important points – the name of each field must be unique, and there 
must BE a name for the input to save and store information.  

• The “name” and the “id” do not need to be the same.  This is very 
helpful if you are manipulating an input with javascript, as js will not 
accept input “ids” with $ or # in them.  



Multiple Signatures

• There is code that allows for signing in 4 places – found here:
• http://oscarcanada.org/oscar-users/emr-resource/eform/eforms-in-

development-beta-testing/useful-code/4-signature-
form/4SignatureScripts.js/view?searchterm=signatures

• This question “How to create a signature in one eForm with multiple 
signatures automatically or by selecting the name of doctor and will 
auto populate the signature.” suggests that someone other than the 
physician is signing on their behalf, in other words delegating 
authority – please see the next slide.

http://oscarcanada.org/oscar-users/emr-resource/eform/eforms-in-development-beta-testing/useful-code/4-signature-form/4SignatureScripts.js/view?searchterm=signatures


From the CMPA re delegation

• The bottom line
• Delegation works well in many situations, and a physician can appropriately 

delegate many acts to other healthcare providers. However, a physician could be 
subject to a lawsuit or College complaint if the delegated act leads to patient 
harm, and the physician was aware that:

• the delegate was not capable of performing the act safely
• delegation was not appropriate in the case of that particular patient
• the delegation was not sufficiently precise, or
• there was insufficient supervision.
• Carefully assessing whether delegation is appropriate in each situation can help 

reduce medico-legal risk. Physicians are encouraged to review College policies or 
standards, and any applicable legislation related to delegation in their 
jurisdiction.
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